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WP-BATCHTools  -- BatchMove 

Is extending our Wordpress plugin BATCHMove, there are several 

functionalities added. With all that extra functionality, you 

really speak about a Wordpress toolbox. 

Your webmaster or admin will be glad to do simple all kinds of 

maintenance actions. 

The start: First of all make some kind of dataset selection.  

Select in Selector the records you want to maintain. 

 

First row: you can set how many rows are showed; they are 

sorted by Date/Author/Title/etc., Ascending or Descending. 

Second row: which category, keyword or tag. 

Third row: date range or user selected. 

The result will be a dataset you can maintain, in this case 

you can move/add posts to other categories, or delete them as 

belonging to that category. 

 

The way WP-BATCHTools is build is also different, now it’s a 

Wordpress class and therefore state of the art of today. 

Suppose you make a selection which has no records, BATCHTools 

will inform you about that. You can simply change Search 

arguments in [SELECTOR] to get the dataset you want. 



WP-BATCHTools  -- BatchMove 

 

 

We did not remove action bar, because we know you're not 

stupid. The actionbar is always found following a result (or 

not) dataset. 

 

In this example the category Milieu is added to all 22 records 

found, if you’re in doubt you still can view or edit post in 

Wordpress before execute specific action. 

 

 

In short this where the basic functionality that was present 

in BATCH-Move. The rest of all the functionality that we will 

describe is added to WP-BATCHTools. 

  



WP-BATCHTools -- new functionalities: 

 Change Posts Attribs 

 Delete Posts 

 Delete Revisions 

 Delete Comments 

 Check and/or Optimize Database 

 Backup Database and/or Tables 

Change posts attributes 

After a selection made with SELECTOR, the result set for 

changing attributes looks something like follows: 

 

Changing attributes are very powerful, but remember if you 

change Type for example a post to a page. Don’t be surprised 

if you can’t find that post in posts again. 

Delete Revisions 

Again after you made some selection in SELECTOR for revisions, 

there will be a result dataset. That dataset are revisions of 

posts, which you can delete or move them to trash. 

 

In the actionbar you can choose how to remove revisions, to 

trash is a save way to test. If you accept default, revisions 

will be deleted.  



WP-BATCHTools – Delete Comments 

Delete comments, is simple to do. First select your comment 

dataset to work with. 

 

You can show them first. If your in doubt, this prevents big 

mistakes. So take your time, even by comments. For safety you 

have to check checkbox, otherwise there will be no deletion of 

specific comment.  

 

 

You still can select them to delete, all or individual. In 

future there will be the option to show also relate post.  

  



WP-BATCHTools -- Database Optimize 

The Database modules are check optimize and repair. 

 

After selecting table and check level, you can execute check. 

Result is depending of the status of your tables. 

 

That’s nice, no problems. 

  

Ok not nice, check for Optimize and BATCHTools will do the job 

for you. 

 

That’s all folks, BATCHTools at full power! 



WP-BATCHTools -- Database Backup 

  

With this left panel you set preference to export/backup. 

Export can be showed on screen or save to file. 

You can export structure, data or both. 

Add some system statements, like drop whole database or drop 

table. The result will be that in export file is a statement 

to delete selected future, before that new data is inserted. 

Adding quotes to field/column names is most often necessary, 

so if you are not sure, let checkbox checked! 

On the right side you can select the tables you want for 

export. For performance reason there is not select whole set, 

of course there is still the possibility to check all with the 

little Checkbox on the header row.  

Depending on your database export can be a time consuming 

action, just let BATCHTools do his job and wait till its 

ready. 

The result is a clean SQL file, which you can download. 

 

How simple it can be, yeah WP-BATCHTools is a professional.  



There is not much to say. 

 

 

Select range for export. Like record 10 with all records till 

15.  

Import module is in progress. 

  



WP-BATCHTools – Cleanup Wordpress data 

All kind of orphan data can be deleted, with just one click. 

 

Transient is caching for Wordpress, Orphans have no connection 

with anyone. Duplicated is clear all redundant data. Remove is 

all kind of data you perhaps don’t need. 

Most post and comment data are already covered with other 

functionality of WP-BATCHTools  

 


